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Stock markets were nearly unchanged during the first quarter of 2015. Both the Standard and Poor’s 500 Stock Index (S&P
500) and the Dow Jones Industrial Average gained less than 1% (.95% and .33% respectively). During the first quarter the best
performing domestic stocks were smaller companies. The Russell 2000 Small Cap Index (Russell 2000) gained 3.99% during
the first three months of 2015. This is a reversal from 2014 when large company stocks dominated. As D’Arcy Capital
discussed in the previous Market Intelligence Report, last year’s outperformance of large company stocks over small company
stocks was unsustainable. In 2014 the S&P 500 returned 13.68% while the Russell 2000 returned only 4.90%. Because there
is an elevated level of risk with smaller company’s stocks, investors require a higher rate of return (over time) to hold them.
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The most surprising asset class of the first quarter was international stocks. The Morgan Stanley Capital International Europe,
Australia, and Far East Index (MSCI EAFE) gained 4.19% during the first quarter of 2015 and the MSCI Emerging Markets
Index gained 2.22%. Again, this was a clear reversal from last year’s activity when the MSCI EAFE lost 4.20%. The strong
performance by foreign companies caught many investors by surprise. During the first quarter of 2014 the U.S. dollar increased
11.5% versus the euro (Bloomberg, LP). The strengthening dollar caused foreign investments to be worth less when repatriated
back to U.S. dollars. However, there were two other elements that proved to be stronger. The first is that a weak euro relative
to the dollar made European manufactured products more affordable to the rest of the world. Which drove revenues and profits
higher at the local level (very good things for stock values)? Secondly, the European Central Bank began a quantitative easing
program on March 9th that will ultimately inject $1.2 trillion euros into the economy. This will also benefit European firms,
borrowers, and consumers.
In other financial markets oil continued to decline, gold was unchanged, and the yield on U.S. Treasury bonds fell. According
to the Department of Energy the total U.S. inventory of crude oil (excluding strategic petroleum reserves) increased from 385
million barrels at the end of 2014 to 471 million barrels at the end of March (Bloomberg, LP). This was an increase of 22%.
The rapid build-up in supply forced the price of oil to drop to its lowest level (West Texas Intermediate Cushing - $43.46) in six
years. Gold started the first quarter at $1,187 per troy ounce and ended the quarter at $1,183 (-.03%). The ten-year U.S.
Treasury bond was yielding 2.17% on the last day of 2014 and ended the last day of the first quarter at 1.92%. This decline was
due to the continued strong demand for safe investments, the relative high yield versus other sovereign debt, and the Federal
Reserve’s reluctance to increase the target Federal Funds Rate.
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LOOKING AHEAD
The broad domestic indexes (S&P 500, Russell 3000, Wilshire 5000) have been range-bound for the last five months. Additionally, the Dow Jones Industrial Average has stayed between 17,000 and 18,000 over the same period. For active investors this
is not a troubling environment. Volatility within boundaries can provide a good opportunity to sell underperforming investments and re-invest in securities that have better return prospects. Well-chosen individual stocks can outperform in flat
markets. It is also a good market for dividend paying stocks. If stocks struggle to achieve price appreciation investors will still
collect dividends. However, a range-bound market can be bad for indexers and passive investors. If the overall indexes are not
moving higher, index funds and exchange traded funds (ETFs) will not move higher. Passive investments are run by computers
using models. There is no opportunity for index products to make even the most basic adjustments to obvious market signals
(lower oil prices). Every investment in the S&P 500 Index has to buy Exxon Mobil Corporation even when it is clear that oil
prices will remain under pressure. According to Morningstar over $160 billion of new investments were added to index funds
and index ETFs in 2014. It appears there is an index “bubble” developing. A deflating of this bubble could begin as early as
the second quarter of 2015 and would lead to negative returns for the largest positions in the major indexes.
Overall, the environment remains favorable for stocks. D’Arcy Capital expects first quarter earnings announcements to remain
strong with the exception of the energy sector. As first quarter earnings are released in mid-April, the stock market should
respond favorably. International stocks and small cap stocks are likely to continue to outperform during the second quarter. As
mentioned earlier, the combination of a lower euro currency and the European Central Bank continuing quantitative easing will
have a powerful effect on publically traded companies based in Europe. Russian stocks will remain weak as the country continues to deal with sanctions and low commodity prices.
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U.S. Treasury bonds, corporate bonds, and agency bonds remain very vulnerable to price declines. It is largely anticipated that
the Federal Reserve will begin raising the target on the Federal Funds rate by the end of 2015. The argument mostly exists on
which month in 2015 the change in strategy will take place. It is unwise for U.S. Treasury bond investors to remain in an investment that is most certainly going to decline in value sometime later this year. There are more reasonable fixed income opportunities in municipal bonds, Real Estate Investment Trusts, and floating rate notes without the duration risk of U.S. Treasuries.
There is a general under appreciation of the benefits associated with oil that costs less than $50 per barrel. This is arguably the
second most important input for most companies (only behind labor). The lower cost of oil and gasoline will lead to higher
consumer spending, lower expenses (both personal and corporate), and improved profits. This is also coming at a time when
most home owners have already refinanced into 15 and 30 year fixed-rate mortgages at less than 5%. This combination of
lower housing expense and lower fuel expense will ultimately find its way into equity markets in a big way. D’Arcy Capital
remains over weighted to the U.S. financial sector, REITs, and emerging markets. The firm continues to be under-exposed to
utilities, government bonds, and energy companies.
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MANAGED PORTFOLIOS

Mutual Fund Strategies
The D’Arcy Capital mutual fund and ETF strategies produced returns that ranged from 1.79% to 2.74% for the first quarter
(compared to a similarly weighted benchmark return that ranged from 1.42% to 1.52%). The strategies were helped by the
Emerald Small Cap Growth fund that gained 8.67% during the quarter. The strategies were negatively affected by the Brandes
Emerging Markets Fund that lost 5.85% for the first three months. In March, the Victory Large Cap Growth Fund was replaced
with the Glenmede Large Cap Growth Portfolio.
Separately Managed Accounts
The separately managed account strategies were up 2.13% during the first quarter. A similarly weighted benchmark returned
2.20% during the same period. The portfolios were helped in by the 11.70% return of the McKinley Small Cap Growth strategy
and hurt by the Denver Investments Small Cap Value return of -.71%.
Large-Cap Value Stock Strategy
The D’Arcy Capital Large Cap Value strategy was down .34% for the first quarter versus the Russell Large Cap Value Index
that was down .72%. The strategy was helped by the 29.47% return by Valero Energy Corp and was hurt by Cliff’s Natural
Resources 22.23% decline. D’Arcy Capital sold pharmaceutical giant Merck (MRK) during the quarter and purchased French
Bank BNP Paribas (BNPQY).
Bond Strategies
Bond portfolios managed by D’Arcy Capital were up for the first quarter. The corporate bond strategy gained 1.12%. The
benchmark return of the Barclay’s Intermediate Government/Credit Index was up 1.45% for the same time period. The municipal bond strategy managed by D’Arcy Capital was up 1.15% in the first quarter. The strategy’s benchmark (Barclay’s Municipal Index) returned 1.01% over the same period.
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